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SOCIAL MEDIACommunication

• Post a couple 
  times a week.
• Not more than 
  3x a day.
• Good Times:
  8a-9a
 11a - 1p
  4p-6p
• Social Media is 
  about conversations, 
  not commercials.

Hitting 
websites, 

games & APPs

All phones 
+ websites

Reaching males 18-35 

Example: You see
 a Nissan ad on 
ESPN website

A 
review site

We want to 
encourage more 

    reviews.
Used by visitors 

          to the area.

Used in search 
results when looking 
for a location.

 
 Used to post pictures,  

     videos, and reviews of your 
church.

Used to catch 
people who search 

“churches 
near me.”

Used to drive 
search results 
to the top of 

google results.

FACEBOOK 
1-Picture, 1-headline, 

1-text body
GOOGLE 

10-Pictures, 5 Headlines, 
5-Text body

HEADLINES 
Max 30 characters

PARAGRAPH 
Max 90 characters.

No caps

Used to 
     celebrate, inform, 

invite and inspire.

Reaching females 35-50

    
“Insider”

  Informative 
         in nature.
   Specifically targets 

         messaging.
     Almost guarantee 

everyone in a   
group will see 

a post.

 Sermons
 Message Videos
      •YouTube is the second
        largest search engine    
         behind Google.
        • Videos can be found 
           organically.



SOCIALCommunication

Good Morning CC, can’t wait to see you 
at service. Our mission, vision, why we 
do what we do.

Recap graphic from weekend service

Posts & reels 
can be shared 
on the same 
day. Be mindful 
if the reel is 
posted to the 
profile grid that 
it doesn’t clash 
with post of 
the day.

Post prompt 
can be a reel, 
but Saturday 
will be a reels 
only day.

Post content 
will vary 
depending on 
the series we’re 
in, upcoming 
events, content 
we have, etc...

BREAK DAY  |  Unless needed

BREAK DAY  |  Unless needed

BREAK DAY  Reel day

Reshare, humor, funny, inspirational

Life-change/testimonial type story

Preview graphic for upcoming 
weekend service.

As needed, for thought type questions 
relating to the upcoming message.

Call to action, DreamTeam/life-change. 
Response box relating to the study.

Share from other accounts, funny, humor 
type content

Bottom line/question from weekend,
response box, poll, yes/no questions

STORIESPOSTS

Candid/BTS from campuses, worship 
content
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